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Tunable Metamaterials for Impact Mitigation

Lawrence Smith, Brandon Hayes, Kurtis Ford, Elizabeth Smith, David Flores,
and Robert MacCurdy*

Traditional methods of shielding fragile goods and human tissues from
impact energy rely on isotropic foam materials. The mechanical properties of
these foams are inferior to an emerging class of metamaterials called plate
lattices, which have predominantly been fabricated in simple 2.5-dimensional
geometries using conventional methods that constrain the feasible design
space. In this work, additive manufacturing is used to relax these constraints
and realize plate lattice metamaterials with nontrivial, locally varying
geometry. The limitations of traditional computer-aided design tools are
circumvented and allow the simulation of complex buckling and collapse
behaviors without a manual meshing step. By validating these simulations
against experimental data from tests on fabricated samples, sweeping
exploration of the plate lattice design space is enabled. Numerical and
experimental tests demonstrate plate lattices absorb up to six times more
impact energy at equivalent densities relative to foams and shield objects from
impacts ten times more energetic while transmitting equivalent peak stresses.
In contrast to previous investigations of plate lattice metamaterials, designs
with nonuniform geometric prebuckling in the out-of-plane direction is
explored and showed that these designs exhibit 10% higher energy absorption
efficiency on average and 25% higher in the highest-performing design.

1. Introduction: Energy Absorption

Stochastic cellular materials are ubiquitous in energy absorp-
tion, vibration isolation, and shock mitigation applications.
Introducing voids into a solid material reduces the relative
density and can adjust the mechanical properties by a factor of
1000 or more from those of the constituent material,[1] yield-
ing improved energy absorption performance (Figure 1A).
By choosing a base material and controlling process pa-
rameters that govern the average pore size, designers exert
rudimentary control (Figure 1B) over the macroscale mechanical
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properties of the resulting metamaterial,
which tend to scale with relative density
𝜌* (n ∈ [1, 4]):

Macroscale cellular solid property
Base material property

∝ (𝜌∗)n

(1)

Yet the popularity of foams in im-
pact absorption applications is prag-
matic (they are inexpensive, volume-
filling, and isotropic), not due to opti-
mal performance. To date, no foam ma-
terial has been demonstrated which out-
perform architected (non-stochastic) ma-
terials on a specific modulus, tough-
ness, or energy absorption basis.[2] De-
signers cannot directly prescribe the mi-
croscale geometry of foam materials;
stochastic physical processes like bub-
ble nucleation, cell growth, and phase
change separate their design intentions
from the resulting microscale geom-
etry. Although extensive experimental
and analytical work has been dedicated

to understand the scaling behavior and performance bounds of
foamed materials, their performance remains sensitive to man-
ufacturing details.[3]

Unlike the design of other metamaterials (e.g., minimally
compliant materials), energy absorptive materials must simul-
taneously balance several performance criteria to provide useful
protection.[4] High performance designs absorb the kinetic en-
ergy of a particular impact scenario while limiting peak loads
transferred to protected objects.[5] This cannot be achieved by ma-
terials at upper or lower limits of specific stiffness or strength
(Figure 1C). In fact, the stress/strain response of a theoretical
ideal absorber[6] is necessarily linked to a particular impact en-
ergy and compression distance at hand and compresses that en-
tire distance at a constant force such that the integral ∫Fdx exactly
totals the input energy. The practical design and use of foams re-
main an experimental exploration of base material selection on
the one hand and process parameters that underdetermine mi-
croscale geometry on the other.[7]

Additive manufacturing (AM) offers a promising alternative to
this paradigm. By controlling the deposition of build material at
resolutions separated by four orders of magnitude from the build
volume, it is possible to create metamaterials with deterministic,
fully controlled geometry across multiple length scales. Addi-
tionally, sample geometry can be locally or directionally tailored,
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Figure 1. Designers of stochastic foam energy absorbers (e.g., polyurethane foam micrograph (A)) exert only rudimentary control over stress strain
response via adjustment of relative density and choice of base material (B). These foamed materials collapse at a near-constant stress over a wide range
of strains, allowing high energy absorption without transmitting high forces. C) Beyond the critical specific impact energy absorbed, the materials undergo
densification (at ɛd) and force transmission is extremely sensitive to additional strain. D) Dynamic simulations of isotropic foam impact samples with
increasing density reveal the importance of matching specific impact energy absorbed before reaching densification strain ɛd to specific impact energy.
Soft foam materials absorb insufficient energy before densifying, and subsequently transfer large forces, while stiff foam materials absorb impact energy
with increasingly higher forces and lower deformation. E) By sacrificing the isotropy of stochastic materials, architected materials with outstanding
stiffness in a single direction can be achieved. The foam micrograph in (A) was taken using a Hitachi SU3500 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with
an acceleration voltage of 15 kV. SEM support was provided by the Colorado Shared Instrumentation in Nanofabrication and Characterization Facility
(University of Colorado Boulder).

enabling region-specific and functionally graded mechanical
properties. This level of control over local mechanical properties
is not a hallmark of working with foam materials.[8,9] Finally,
advanced AM technolgoies can co-print with multiple distinct
base materials of widely varying mechanical properties.[10]

Taken together, AM enhances design freedom and flexibility and
enables searches over microstructure geometry and material
composition in pursuit of higher-performance metamaterials.

In this work, we investigate the quasistatic response and dy-
namic impact performance of locally tunable elastomeric plate
lattice (PL) materials (Figure 2A). In contrast to previous work, we
demonstrate high-performance designs with graded geometric
prebuckling in the out-of-plane direction (which is the extruded
direction of a honeycomb with no prebuckling), and we compare
impact performance directly to baseline foam-like materials. We
use an efficient, fully scripted geometry generation, and simula-
tion pipeline to explore the plate lattice design space and impact
test gamut more widely than is possible via experimental test-
ing alone. Our method allows for the broadest characterization
of plate lattice impact performance to date, demonstrating that
these materials offer exceptional properties relative to industry-
standard stochastic foams: they absorb six times more energy at
equivalent density and up to ten times more energy while trans-
mitting equivalent peak forces. Plate lattice designs with nonuni-
form geometric prebuckling, which are investigated for the first

time in this work, absorb 22% more energy and exhibit 10%
higher energy absorption efficiency on average than uniform de-
signs similar to those investigated in previous work. To quantify
real-world impact mitigation (where precise loading conditions
are unknown), we quantify the performance bandwidth of energy
absorbers—the range of specific impact energies over which de-
signs effectively mitigate impact force transmission. Plate lattice
metamaterials transmit near-constant peak stresses across the
full range of impact energies explored experimentally, demon-
strating robust performance relative to reference foams. Our in-
vestigation focuses on metamaterial geometry and not on base ma-
terial selection; we expect the results described here to translate
to a variety of AM technologies and materials.

1.1. Background: Energy Absorbing Materials

Exhaustive experimental characterization of energy absorbing
metamaterials has been performed and aggregated into re-
view articles; some 80 such results are referenced across
refs. [4,7] and [11] alone. The field is increasingly focused on
the design and characterization of periodic, strut-based struc-
tures unlocked by recent advancements in AM; widely-known
octet truss lattices were immediately shown to exceed the spe-
cific strength, stiffness, and energy absorption properties of
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Figure 2. Typical samples fabricated via additive manufacturing for experimental testing in quasistatic and dynamic compression. (A) shows a plate
lattice sample and equivalent-density TMPS gyroid foam used as reference, while (B) shows the effects of adjusting the geometric prebuckling parameter
e* on a global (upper) and local (lower) scale. Plate lattices are printed at the lower limit of resolution of commodity additive manufacturing hardware,
with the wall thickness created by a single pass of the 0.4mm orifice nozzle. A Keyence VK X-1100 profilometer is used to scan a section cut (C) through a
manufactured sample, producing a high-resolution stitched image (D). A custom algorithm is used to compensate for wall eccentricity and gather 2500
measurements of wall thickness, which show periodic variation in the z-direction due to print layer lines (E). The mean wall thickness is 587 ± 40 μm at
one standard deviation, slightly below the design thickness of 600 μm (F).

stochastic materials.[12–14] Still-higher performance has been
achieved by plate lattices, which are conceptually similar to their
strut counterparts: a set of nodal points is connected by high-
aspect ratio structural members, sometimes in a repeating pat-
tern. Bonatti and Mohr find that plate lattices provide substan-
tially higher stiffness and strength than optimal truss-lattices
of equal mass using analytical techniques and several hundred
finite element simulations,[15] a result that holds under high
strainrate testing.[16] Mohr investigates lattices derived from the
shear planes of crystal systems; these materials achieve the the-
oretical Hashin–Schtrickman bounds on modulus and the Su-
quet bounds on strength for isotropic cellular solids.[17,18] Re-
lated work extends this investigation to minimum-curvature pe-
riodic shell lattices, including under large strains and impact
loading.[19,20] Comparisons between analytical, numerical, and
experimental results for energy absorption and strength in qua-
sistatic compression of ultralight (𝜌*= 0.01) metamaterials based
on hollow truss lattices[21] and minimal surfaces[22] have shown
similarly high specific strength. Interestingly, simulations in this
work identify optimal geometries with nonuniform wall thick-
ness, which were never physically realized due to constraints
on the nickel coating and etching fabrication processes imple-
mented.

This points to another design principle emerging from vari-
ous works on AM metamaterials: nonuniform, locally tuned, or
graded geometric properties are generally advantageous in en-

ergy absorption. Early work in the response of nonuniform strut
lattices with quasistatic and impact loading indicates up to a
45% increase in specific impact energy absorption relative to uni-
form samples.[23] A detailed examination of the progressive col-
lapse behavior of similar functionally graded lattices shows den-
sity grading can prevent undesirable diagonal shear banding be-
havior, leading to more repeatable energy absorption than their
constant-density counterparts.[24] In a study of in-plane compres-
sion of hexagonal honeycomb structures, graded designs densify
at larger strains than uniform-density samples and exhibit im-
proved energy absorption.[25]

Finally, to push metamaterial energy absorption performance
beyond even the theoretical limits for isotropic cellular solids,
we re-examine the prioritization of mechanical isotropy that
runs throughout the results discussed thus far. If the direc-
tion of an impact load is known a priori, we can priori-
tize optimization of mechanical properties in that direction—
an approach exemplified in structural honeycomb metamate-
rials widely used in aerospace, automobile, railway, and pack-
aging applications. Many previous efforts have characterized
honeycomb structures in out of plane compression and shear
using experimental[26,27] and numerical[28,29] methods. These
have analytically predicted a sevenfold increase in collapse
stress[5] and experimentally demonstrated a fourfold increase
in plateau stress[30] over isotropic foams of equivalent relative
density.
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1.2. Quantifying Impact Energy Absorption Performance

Investigation into energy absorptive materials is conducted via
distinct experimental methods, depending on the strain rates of
interest. Load frames are capable of prescribing quasistatic to
moderately dynamic (10−5 − 101 s−1) strain rates �̇� with high pre-
cision, and are used to study energy absorption in compression
for metallic,[4,15,31–33] elastomeric,[34,35] and polymeric[7,36,37] ma-
terials. For higher (101 − 104s−1) strain rates, researchers use im-
pact tests; impact energy is prescribed by controlling the mass
and impact velocity of the impacting object. Typical outputs from
these experiments include force/acceleration profiles and mea-
surements of dissipated energy.

Less research effort has been devoted to exploring rate-
dependent energy absorptive properties of materials compared
to quasi-static material properties,[38] but existing studies point
to strong strain-rate sensitivity in deformation behavior for both
elastomeric[39] and elastic-plastic[40] metamaterials. Song et al.
investigate rigid polyurethane[37] and glass microsphere-doped
epoxy[41] foams under quasistatic and high-strain rate compres-
sion (10−4–103 s−1), and report increases in modulus and yield
strength with strain rate. In an example of impact and geometry-
specific experimental testing, DeMarco[42] reports acceleration
profiles and dissipation values for motorcycle helmets impacting
a steel anvil.

1.3. Material Selection for Energy Absorbers

New research into the impact performance of architected cel-
lular structures constructed from soft elastomeric materials[34]

shows their promise in everyday applications. These materials
exhibit glass transition temperatures far below ambient condi-
tions and support high strains without fracture or yield, mean-
ing that deformations are highly reversible and structures may
absorb many repeated impacts.[43] Additionally, experimental in-
vestigation of shock propagation through buckling elastomeric
metastructures[44] reveals that high-strain rate impacts can ac-
tivate deformation modes not induced by quasistatic loading,
which reduce force transmission through a sample under test.
This work exemplifies how designers can exert substantial con-
trol over impulse response via the selection of geometric and
material parameters, and that understanding the impact perfor-
mance of viscoelastic metamaterials requires consideration of
their dynamic stability and loading rate.

AM allows designers to exercise even more design freedom,
enabling higher tunability in material response than is possi-
ble in stochastic materials.[39,44] Townsend et al.[34] investigate
the quasistatic compression of pleated honeycomb structures,
demonstrating specific impact energy absorption properties that
rival polymeric foams while offering higher design flexibility—
specifically, continuous control over the undesirable stress soft-
ening behavior typical of honeycomb structures. The authors
extend this work[45] to investigate the energy absorption behav-
ior of pre-deformed hollow cylindrical structures under qua-
sistatic and impact loading. Related efforts use AM to realize
bistable metamaterials capable of “trapping” impact energy via
tightly controlled geometry, a response not seen in any natural
materials.[46] Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs), which undergo

Table 1. Design parameterization and typical values.

Parameter Variable Typical value

Number of unit cells [nx ny nz] [4 4 6]

Unit cell height hc 8 mm

Unit cell length wc 12mm

Wall thickness twall 0.6mm

Geometric prebuckling e* 0.05–0.25

mechanically-induced, energy-dissipating phase transitions un-
der large strains, have recently been explored as AM base mate-
rials for energy absorption.[47]

2. Results

2.1. Plate Lattice Metamaterials

In this work, we adopt a modified version of the plate lat-
tice introduced by ref. [34], which features repeated quadrilat-
eral plates and a spatially-varying prebuckling parameter used
to control macroscale compression behavior. To avoid the bot-
tlenecks and limitations of traditional Computer Aided Design
(CAD) tools, we implement a custom constructive geometry code
that produces plate lattice geometries to the designers’ specifi-
cations. With a single click, the tool automatically produces a
computational mesh of the design suitable for finite element
analysis and a fabrication file ready for additive manufacturing
(Figure 2A); the generation of these representations is typically
a time- and labor-intensive manual process (tool available from
https://github.com/MacCurdyLab/PlateLatticeAnalysis).

Using this tool, node locations can be freely adjusted on a local
basis while preserving node connectivity, unlocking a wealth of
plate lattice geometries not previously explored, including those
with nonuniform wall thickness, spatially-varying prebuckling
parameters and nonuniform cell sizes. A prebuckling parameter
e*(x, y, z) that is a function of space is defined to control the lo-
cal eccentricity of the lattice; increasing e* skews nodal positions
about the cell vertical centerline while the lattice approaches a
honeycomb material as e* → 0 (Figure 2B). The design space pa-
rameterization used in the remainder of this work, along with
typical parameter values, is given in Table 1.

Plate lattices fabricated via fused deposition modeling addi-
tive manufacturing technology closely resemble designed ge-
ometry, achieving sub-1mm wall thickness throughout a sam-
ple with exterior dimensions 64 × 64 × 48 mm3. Plate lat-
ices are printed with wall thicknesses at the lower resolution
limit of the printer hardware, so cross-section analysis was per-
formed to quantify deviations from the design dimensions. Sam-
ples are sectioned through the vertical wall with a razor blade
(Figure 2C) and imaged using a Keyence VK X-1100 optical pro-
filometer (Figure 2D,E). Taking 2500 optical measurements over
half the height of the plate lattice, a mean wall thickness of 587±
40 μm was determined, slightly below the design wall thickness
of 600 μm. Local measurements mirror the “rectified sine wave”
profile expected in an extruded-filament based AM (Figure 2E,F).
In subsequent finite element simulations of plate lattice
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behavior, this geometry is approximated as a uniform thickness
equal to the mean value of 587 μm.

In order to establish a reference material to compare against
the performance of plate lattice materials, control samples with
gyroid triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) geometry[48] were
fabricated for experimental testing. Owing to their ease of de-
sign and fabrication, these structures are well-characterized in
the literature and have been shown to mimic the performance of
isotropic foam materials when fabricated from metals, plastics,
and elastomers.[36] In this work, gyroid structures are fabricated
using the same base material and print settings as plate lattices
and are printed to identical external dimensions and volume den-
sity, ensuring that any differences in impact absorption perfor-
mance can be attributed to the geometry of the samples. These
samples permit direct experimental comparison between novel
anisotropic plate lattice designs and traditional isotropic foam-
like materials in impact conditions, which is absent from previ-
ous investigations of plate lattice behavior.[34,45]

2.2. Metamaterial Constitutive Response

We characterize the mechanical response to compression loading
in plate lattice materials by mapping the stress–strain response of
various geometries using experimental and numerical methods.
For the remainder of this document, we use the symbols 𝜎 and ɛ
to refer to stress and strain values computed over the full sample
geometry; 𝜎 is computed by dividing compressive force by pro-
jected area and ɛ is computed by dividing compression distance
by undeformed sample height. Relative to reference foams, plate
lattice materials exhibit pronounced differences in response to
compression, including higher initial stiffness and higher stress
plateaus at equivalent density (Figure 3A), resulting in up to 6 ×
increase in useful energy absorbed[12] and higher energy absorp-
tion efficiency E* (Figure 3B)

E∗(𝜀) =
∫ 𝜀

0 𝜎d𝜀

max(𝜎(𝜀))
(2)

where 𝜎 and ɛ indicate compressive lattice stress and strain, re-
spectively. As indicated by the three reference foams plotted in
Figure 3A, modifying the relative density of a foam sample is the
only means by which designers can exert control over the base-
material’s mechanical response; increasing the relative density
raises, shortens, and pitches the stress plateau upward, resulting
in lower peak efficiency.

Excellent agreement between simulated and experimental re-
sults is achieved in quasistatic compression tests across various
geometries, allowing us to leverage numerical models to explore
a wider range of wall thicknesses and prebuckling parameters
than was possible to test in the experiment (Figure 3C). We find
an average error between mean experimental response and the
simulated response below 10% across the entire range of strains
in all quasistatic simulations, which feature complex geometric
and material nonlinearities, self contact, and frictional interac-
tion.

Plate lattices with minimal prebuckling (e* → 0) exhibit an ini-
tial peak in the stress strain response (Figure 3A) associated with
the onset of localized buckling and subsequent geometric soft-
ening, after which plate members are loaded in bending rather

than stretching. This effect can be mitigated by increasing the
geometric prebuckling factor, which makes this peak less pro-
nounced at the cost of simultaneously lowering the plateau stress.
This density-independent, continuously tunable parameter en-
ables precise matching of the plateau stress of a plate lattice ma-
terial to a high-level requirement on acceleration for a particular
impact scenario without impacting the densification strain.

Increasing geometric prebuckling e* lowers the stress at which
the lattice material is most efficient (highest E*), but the value
of that efficiency remains higher than for the reference foams
tested (Figure 3B). Efficiencies predicted by quasistatic finite el-
ement simulations are near to but uniformly lower than those
computed from quasistatic experimental data. This can likely be
attributed to over-estimation of collapse stress 𝜎c or plateau stress
𝜎p by finite element simulations. Additional possible sources of
simulation error include elastic anisotropy in 3D printed sam-
ples, which is not reflected in the simulation’s constitutive model,
and deviations from the perfectly uniform as-designed geometry
in 3D printed samples. Simulations of plate lattice compression
with a variety of prebuckling level and wall thicknesses indicate
that designs with E* > 0.4 can be found across all relative densi-
ties tested, 𝜌* ∈ [0.02, 0.22] (Figure 3D).

2.3. Impact Performance

Impact testing remains the most reliable means of understand-
ing the performance of impact absorbing materials in conditions
that closely mimic practical use cases. It is well known that the
macroscale stress–strain response of metamaterials made from
a variety of base materials is strainrate-dependent[41,44]. Our fab-
ricated samples show rate-dependent macroscale response over
two orders of magnitude variation on loading rate (Figure 3E,F).
The characteristic stress/strain response remains consistent
across the range of tested strain rates, including a sharp increase
and local maximum followed by a long and flat stress plateau.
Foam materials of various densities exhibit similar but less pro-
nounced changes (97% increase in stress plateau versus 140%
change for PL), despite being made of the same material and
having similar specific densities. Simulations indicate a possi-
ble explanation: plate lattices feature highly nonuniform strain
rate fields. Thus, peak local strain rates for plate lattices exceed
those of foams even for identical �̇� and excite higher frequency
components of the material’s viscoelastic (strain rate-stiffening)
response. Simulations of impact produce stress/strain responses
very similar to those measured in experiments (Figure 3E), lend-
ing credibility to the dynamic finite element model. Oscillations
in force signals are apparent in all our impact experiments, which
manifest as oscillations in stress/strain responses (Figure 3E,F)
in both plate lattice and gyroid foam materials. An investigation
of high speed video indicates this phenomenon is linked to test
fixture vibration. We note that other experimental investigations
of transient force signals during impact (e.g., ref. [45]) show vi-
bration effects, even when using high-end commercial impact
test equipment; mitigating these vibrations remains an open re-
search topic.[49]

Experimental and numerical results support the favorable
performance of plate lattice materials relative to reference foam
materials on the basis of specific impact energy absorption,
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Figure 3. Quasistatic experiments indicate that plate lattice materials exhibit pronounced differences in macroscale stress/strain response relative to
isotropic foam materials of similar relative densities, resulting in improved impact absorption performance. A) Adjustment of geometric prebuckling
parameter e* affords density-independent control of peak stress and stress plateau magnitude, while leaving densification strain unaffected (subscripts
on 𝜌* indicate relative density). All experimental tests are performed eight times (twice on each of four replicates); centerline shows mean response
while shaded region shows 2𝜎 confidence bounds. Simulation results for analogous plate lattice tests agree with experimental data; this indicates that
these models may be used to predict behavior of plate lattices with varied densities and prebuckling magnitude. B) Not only do plate lattice samples
show a 28% average increase in efficiency (black points mark peak efficiency), the efficiency peaks are less pronounced, indicating less dramatic falloff in
efficiency when subjected to variations in impact stress. C) Simulations across a wide range of plate lattice geometries show that high-efficiency designs
are obtained across a wide range of impact stresses (these efficiency peaks are indicated by points colored by density in (B); full responses are given
in (D)). Colorbar is shared by (B–D). Plate lattice stress response character remains consistent across the range of tested strain rates (two orders of
magnitude, (E)), including a sharp increase and local maximum followed by a long and flat plateau. Foam materials of various densities exhibit similar
but less pronounced changes, despite identical constitutive material and specific density (F).

prevention of impact load transmission, useful energy band-
width, and energy dissipation. Figure 4A shows a representative
experimental impact test conducted on plate lattice and reference
foam samples with identical impact mass, impact velocity, sam-
ple volume, sample density, and constitutive material. Energy
absorbed early in the plate lattice compression (blue) prevents
the sample from reaching full densification and limits peak
forces reacted by a factor of 3.5 relative to the foam sample
(orange). High-speed video of this impact test is available in
Supporting Information. Simulation of impact tests on the plate
lattice geometries tested in the experiment (Figure 4B) allows
us to analyze their performance across a wide range of impact
energies beyond the capabilities of the test apparatus designed
for this work. Figure 4C shows the peak impact stress reacted by
reference foam materials and plate lattices with identical specific
densities. The foam material densifies across all impact ener-

gies tested, so the peak force transmitted is dominated by the
material’s bulk modulus and scales approximately linearly with
increasing specific impact energy. In contrast, plate lattice ma-
terials show remarkable robustness to increasing impact energy
and transmit a relatively constant peak load across the range of
energies tested. Analytical treatment of stretching- and bending-
dominated foams[1] (see Supporting Information for derivation)
suggests that an analogous range of impact energies over which
foams offer robust performance exists (125 J kg−1 for this mate-
rial and relative density), but this is below the lower limit of spe-
cific impact energy attainable by our test apparatus. Simulations
of 100 impacts that include specific impact energy values extend-
ing beyond the limits of the impact test apparatus are aligned
with experimental results (Figure 4C) where the specific impact
energy was experimentally achievable. Beyond a critical impact
energy ̄Ucrit, an energy absorber densifies and becomes highly
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Figure 4. A) In impact experiments on a plate lattice sample (blue) and reference foam sample (orange) with identical mass, volume, base material,
impact mass, and impact velocity, plate lattices control transmitted loads effectively by avoiding densification (subscripts on 𝜌* indicate relative density).
B) All experimental tests (square marks) are performed twice on each of four replicates; the centerline shows the mean response, while the shaded region
shows 2𝜎 confidence bounds. C) This peak reaction force transmitted by plate lattices is insensitive to increasing impact energy across the range tested
in the experiment (square marks), and simulated impacts across a wider range of energies indicate that plate lattices offer robust performance to even
higher specific impact energies (circular marks) before densification occurs (knee point at 1500 J kg−1). Simulations of each of the 100 impacts in (B)
across a slew of plate lattices with 𝜌* ∈ [0.020.22] indicate that this trend holds across a wider range of relative densities than was accessible in the
experiment: a relatively constant stress is transmitted over several orders of magnitude of impact energy (envelope bounded by the post-densification
response in (D), derivation included in Supporting Information). An analogous envelope of peak stress transmitted before densification for foams with
𝜌* ∈ [0.01, 0.50] is derived analytically (dashed line in (D)), with the response of a representative foam sample (𝜌* = 0.11) indicated by a solid black
line. A plate lattice of equivalent density absorbs 10× higher energy before densifying (indicated by the red arrow).

sensitive to variations in impact energy—simulations indicate
that this critical value for the plate lattices tested is approximately
1500 J kg−1 (the inflection point in Figure 4C), 10 × higher than
reference foams at equivalent density and base-material.

To explore the performance bandwidth of plate lattice mate-
rials more thoroughly, an additional 800 simulated impact tests
are performed on plate lattice materials with a relative density
𝜌* ranging from 0.02 to 0.22 (Figure 4D). These simulations il-
lustrate a relationship between plate lattice density 𝜌*, the peak
stress reacted during impact, and the range of specific impact en-
ergies over which a plate lattice effectively controls impact loads
(the energy absorption bandwidth). First, the peak stress reacted
during each impact that is less energetic than ̄Ucrit scales linearly

with increasing density. Second, as 𝜌* increases, densification
strain decreases—this manifests as a reduction in bandwidth at
higher relative densities. Third, the simulated plate lattice perfor-
mance bandwidth is much higher than that of reference isotropic
foams when compared across equivalent peak stress transmit-
ted. We derive a relationship between specific impact energy and
peak force transmitted using equations in ref. [1] (see Supporting
Information) for stretch-dominated isotropic stochastic foams
that collapse via elastic buckling, allowing us to identify ̄Ucrit for
relative densities ranging from 1% to 50% (plotted with black
dashes in Figure 4D). The response of one such foam with a spe-
cific density 𝜌* = 0.20 is predicted analytically and indicated by a
solid line in Figure 4D.
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Figure 5. A) A full-factorial sweep over plate lattice specific density 𝜌* and geometric prebuckling e* magnitude demonstrate the advantages of designs
with nonuniform prebuckling. We grade e* in the loading direction and perform simulated impact tests. Peak energy absorption efficiency E* is displayed
in color contours (e* averaged through the height of the sample is given on the vertical axis), with natural neighbor interpolation used to compute values
between discrete sample points. The highest E* reported in any similar work[35] is indicated by a red contour at E* = 0.49. We compare the impact
absorption efficiency of these plate lattices with graded e* against their constant-e* counterparts in (B), showing up to 25% increase in E* (mean E*
increase is 10%). C) Graded plate lattices absorb up to 80% (22% on average) more useful energy (energy absorbed up until the point of densification)
than their uniform counterparts.

Plate lattices with nonuniform geometric prebuckling in the
out-of-plane direction demonstrate higher energy absorption ef-
ficiency than their uniform prebuckling counterparts when sim-
ulated in realistic impact conditions. To demonstrate this effect,
we perform two full factorial sweeps over two plate lattice de-
sign dimensions using our design and simulation pipeline: rela-
tive density 𝜌* and geometric prebuckling magnitude. In the first
sweep, geometric prebuckling is globally uniform (see Figure 2B,
upper), which is consistent with previous investigations.[34,45] In
the second sweep, geometric prebuckling is graded as a function
of the height of the sample (increasing from top to bottom; see
Figure 2B lower), between e* = 0.05 and a higher value such
that the average geometric prebuckling through the height of
the sample is identical to the corresponding design in the first
sweep. Results from these 162 impact simulations demonstrate
that spatially-varying geometric prebuckling e* improves energy
absorption efficiency E* relative to uniform samples with iden-
tical average e*. Figure 5A displays E* for a range of spatially-
varying plate lattice designs using color contours; the highest
E* reported in any similar work (E* = 0.49[35]) is displayed us-
ing a solid red contour line. Natural neighbor interpolation is
used to compute data between discrete points sampled in simula-
tion sweeps. Figure 5B quantifies improvement in E* for graded
plate lattices relative to their uniform counterparts; the addition
of graded e* leads to an average 10% increase relative samples
with uniform prebuckling, with maximum improvement over all
geometries tested reaching 25%. In these simulations, impact ve-
locity and mass are chosen to guarantee densification during the
sweep on a per-design basis using relationships developed in pre-
vious parameter explorations. Energy absorbed up to the point
of densification ɛd is useful for impact mitigation, as transmit-
ted forces are effectively controlled in this regime. These simu-
lations indicate that graded plate lattices absorb up to 80% (22%
on average) more useful energy than their uniform counterparts
(Figure 5C) at equivalent density and average prebuckling mag-

nitude. We note that across 93% of the design space explored in
this full factorial sweep, graded plate lattice designs absorb more
useful energy than their uniform counterparts.

2.4. Energy Dissipation

While proper selection of base material and plate lattice geom-
etry can effectively limit the transfer of high forces by increas-
ing the duration of the impact even in a perfectly elastic sce-
nario, in practice, energy dissipation can be advantageous in lim-
iting the rebound of protected objects following impact. Com-
mon dissipation mechanisms include material viscoelasticity,
plasticity, phase change,[47] and incidental or deliberate frictional
interactions.[50] For the plate lattice and reference foam samples
studied here, energy is dissipated via the viscoelastic behavior of
the constituent TPU material.

We first assess plate lattice dissipation and response to re-
peated loading via quasistatic cyclic compression tests, which in-
dicate significant softening (bf Figure 6A) over 1000 load/unload
cycles. The normalized dissipated energy drops to 25% of its ini-
tial (first cycle) value after 1000 load cycles (compression to den-
sification at 0.5 Hz). This is likely attributed to a combination of
the inherent temperature-dependent stiffness of the base mate-
rial, which was warm to the touch by the end of testing, and pos-
sible permanent damage to the sample via local yield in regions
of high strain. Cycle frequency was limited to (0.5 Hz) to prevent
inertial effects from influencing force measurements while also
limiting the duration of the test.

We quantify dissipation in impact scenarios using the coeffi-
cient of restitution CoR, which ranges between 0 (for a perfectly
inelastic, fully dissipative impact) and 1 (for a perfectly elastic,
zero-dissipation impact)

CoR =
vout

vin
(3)
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Figure 6. A) Plate lattice materials dissipate energy (e.g., included area in cyclic load curve) during cyclic loading. Repeated loading induces significant
softening of the structure, and normalized dissipated energy drops to 25% after 1000 compressions to densification. B) In dynamic testing, low energy
impacts excite only linear elastic deformations in plate lattice samples, resulting in relatively low energy dissipation (high CoR). Augmenting test data with
100 simulated impacts reveals that as deformation increases at higher impact energies, a larger fraction of that energy is dissipated; this trend reverses
beyond a critical impact energy that results in full densification, after which bulk compression in the material leads to increasing CoR. Subscripts on 𝜌*
indicate relative density. (C) shows similar behaviors in scans across impact energy at various relative densities; as 𝜌* increases, plate lattices dissipate
energy effectively (low CoR) across a wider range of impact energies. Solid lines in (C) show the dissipative behavior of plate lattice samples across a
range of specific impact energies using a 15-point moving average filter on simulation points.

where vin and vout indicate the incident and exit velocity, re-
spectively. The off-vertical components of these velocities are
strictly zero in simulation (using prescribed velocity boundary
conditions) and in experiment (using a custom impact fixture
that constrains motion in all but the vertical dimension), so we
use the vertical component of velocity only in the calculation
of CoR.

Impact tests indicate that impacts on reference foam materials
are much more inelastic (2 × lower CoR at equivalent 𝜌*) than on
plate lattices for low-energy impacts (Figure 6B, square marks).
At increasing impact energies (which are beyond ̄Ucrit for these
foams; see Section 2.3), foam materials respond more elastically.
This can be attributed to the material’s bulk response being more
elastic than the macroscale response of the gyroid foam—once
specific impact energy exceeds ̄Ucrit, the impact becomes more
elastic. By augmenting the experimental dataset with an addi-
tional 100 simulations of impact tests (Figure 6B, blue circu-
lar marks), a more detailed picture of the plate lattice dissipa-
tive response emerges. At low specific impact energies, plate lat-
tice compression remains in the small deformation regime (no
buckling occurs), and the lattice responds relatively elastically
(CoR > 0.5). Above a critical energy, which is the energy required
to initiate local elastic buckling of the plate lattice walls, the ma-
terial becomes more dissipative with increasing impact energy,
and the CoR eventually falls to 50% of its initial value. However,
beyond a critical impact energy Ucrit, the material behaves more
elastically and CoR begins to increase with additional impact en-
ergy (the increase seen above 200 kJ kg−1 in Figure 6B). This can
be attributed to the material’s bulk response being much more
elastic than the macroscale lattice response. As specific impact
energy increases and drives the material beyond the point of den-
sification, bulk effects increasingly and eventually overwhelm-
ingly influence the macroscale lattice response. This trend holds
across 800 simulations of impacts on plate lattices with relative
density 𝜌* ranging from 0.02 to 0.22 (Figure 6C). Denser lattices
require more energy to initiate buckling but also display highly
dissipative behavior over a wider range of impact energies—this

is a direct result of the impact energy bandwidth increase shown
in Figure 4D.

3. Conclusion

This work focuses on the mechanical characterization of ad-
ditively manufactured plate lattice metamaterials with excep-
tional specific stiffness and specific impact energy absorption
in out-of-plane compression. By leveraging additive fabrication
technologies capable of directly writing the sub-mm geometry
of these materials, we exceed the scaling relationships estab-
lished for stochastic foam materials. By sacrificing isotropy, we
demonstrate near-linear specific stiffness scaling with relative
density and increased specific impact energy absorption relative
to isotropic plate lattices. Our automated geometry design, ad-
ditive manufacturing, and simulation toolchain enables contin-
uous and local control over geometric attributes, allowing prac-
titioners to exert precise control over plate lattice metamateri-
als and to predict their behavior before fabricating. We con-
duct extensive experimental and numerical testing of plate lat-
tice designs across several orders of magnitude of strainrate in
both prescribed-velocity and prescribed impact energy tests, and
demonstrate that plate lattice materials uniformly outperform
reference foams in the out-of-plane direction. In comparison to
previous investigations of similar plate lattices, we improve en-
ergy absorption efficiency by enabling and investigating spatially-
varying geometric prebuckling, which improves the energy ab-
sorption efficiency by up to 25% relative to prior work.

In fabrication and experimental testing, we were restricted to
a narrow range of relative densities limited on the lower end
by print nozzle diameter and available test volume and the up-
per end by relatively low-force compression testing equipment.
It would be informative to experimentally explore lattices across
a wider range of relative densities, design regions are only ac-
cessible via simulation in this work. Similarly, as the thermo-
plastic polyurethane base material for these plate lattices exhibits
marked viscoelastic behavior, exploring their response to higher
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strain rate loading at equivalent impact energy density could re-
veal marked performance differences. The impact energy absorb-
ing structures presented here also have applications in vibration
isolation; future work could characterize their energy dissipa-
tion properties over a range of excitation frequencies. A natural
extension of this work would be to explore similar metamate-
rial geometries fabricated from different base materials. In par-
ticular, plate lattices made from stiffer, less viscous base mate-
rial (e.g., aluminum) could yield metamaterials with high impact
energy absorption. As base material and geometry change, fu-
ture work may examine how transitions between elastic buckling,
yield and plastic flow, and brittle fracture impact macroscale ab-
sorption performance.

In this work we utilize finite element simulation to explore
the design space for a family of plate lattice structures more
completely than is tractable using experimental means. How-
ever, as the geometric complexity of plate lattices scales to in-
clude designs with hundreds of thousands or millions of faces,
direct numerical simulation poses a bottleneck. Surrogate or re-
duced order computational models of plate lattice deformation
could likely be built to mitigate this barrier to computational de-
sign of large scale plate lattice materials, an approach that has
proven useful in simulation of beam lattices.[51] Recent work in
training neural networks to learn contact-enabled nonlinear con-
tinuum mechanics simulations over computational meshes[52]

may also be highly applicable accelerating simulation of full-
resolution metamaterials.

4. Experimental Section
Full details on plate lattice design and fabrication, base material charac-
terization, experimental testing, numerical modeling, and mathematical
derivations are given in Supporting Information.

Sample Design and Fabrication: The custom constructive geometry
script allowed designers to exert precise, local control over plate lattice ge-
ometry and realize designs not previously explored, including those with
nonuniform wall thickness, prebuckling magnitude, and cell sizes. In this
work, fused filament fabrication (FFF) 3D printing and a soft thermoplas-
tic polyurethane (TPU) elastomer (SainSmart) were used to fabricate all
samples under test. The TPU material chosen for this study had a nom-
inal Shore A hardness of 92, which strikes a balance between being soft
enough to enable relatively low-force characterization experiments, and
stiff enough to allow robust, repeatable fabrication of many samples with
high yield. Samples were fabricated using a commodity FFF 3D printer
(Prusa MK3s, Prusa Research) fitted with an upgraded direct drive fila-
ment extruder designed for higher torque (Bondtech Prusa i3 Upgrade,
Bondtech, AB) and a high-flowrate nickel-coated brass nozzle with 0.6mm
orifice diameter (Bondtech CHT, Bondtech, AB). Fabrication files were gen-
erated for all samples using the open-source slicing program PrusaSlicer,
with 100% infill and linear extrusion rate of 30 mm s−1.

Experimental Testing: A low-force, high-stroke load frame was used for
quasistatic mechanical characterization (810E5 All-Electric Dynamic Test
Machine, Test Resources). In compression tests, a sample was loaded be-
tween two parallel aluminum plates with 100 mm diameter, and the upper
plate was lowered at a rate of 0.5 mm s−1 (�̇� = 10−1s−1) up to ɛlatt = 0.75
while vertical displacement of the upper plate and compression force were
logged at 1 kHz (Table 2). All samples were compressed at ambient con-
ditions and allowed to recover for a minimum of 1000 s between tests to
mitigate temperature-dependent stiffness changes and allow sufficient re-
covery time for long-term viscoelastic effects.

A custom impact fixture was designed and fabricated to characterize
dynamic plate lattice behavior, capable of delivering prescribed impact en-
ergy and measuring the force reacted by the fixture as well as the sample

Table 2. Quasistatic and dynamic test fixtures.

DMA Impact fixture

Crosshead velocity [m s−1] 5 × 10−5–5 × 10−1 1.0–3.5

Impact mass [kg] N/A 3–17

Load capacity [N] 720 9800

Load collection [kHz] 1 12.5

Position collection [kHz] 1 25

Table 3. Ogden–Prony hyper-viscoelastic material model.

Ogden model Prony model

𝜇
a)
i [MPa] 𝛼

a)
i Dc)

i [MPa] gb)
i 𝜏

c)
i [s] Kc)

i [MPa]

1 0.028 4.247 0 0.503 0.001 0

2 7.812 −2.079 0 0.186 0.01 0

3 – – – 0.018 0.1 0

a)ASTM dogbone testing; b)Estimated from impact tests; c)Assumed.

compression (diagram available in Supporting Information). The fixture
consisted of an aluminum carriage with a cantilever impact arm that rides
freely on a vertical rail 2 m in height and a test plate placed directly below
the impact arm. The user prescribed the impact mass by loading the arm
with up to 20 kg of cast steel plates and the impact velocity by adjusting
the carriage drop height (Table 2).

Immediately before impact, a microprocessor simultaneously triggered
the start of load cell signal collection on a data acquisition card (Labjack
U6 Pro, Labjack), and the capture of high speed video on a suitable cam-
era (Phantom v710, Vision Research). Position data was extracted from
high-speed video using the common visual fiducial system AprilTag.[53]

In post processing, custom code performed temporal alignment of these
signals, yielding synchronized force-displacement data which allowed the
extraction of dynamic stress–strain curves. All testing was performed at
ambient laboratory conditions and samples were allowed to recover for
a minimum of 1000 s between tests to mitigate temperature-dependent
stiffness changes and allow recovery from viscoelastic effects.

Numerical Modeling: Simulations were conducted using the nonlin-
ear finite element package Abaqus (Dassault Systemes). All simulations,
regardless of loading rate, were performed using the Abaqus dynamic ex-
plicit solver, in order to access the general contact algorithm, as in refs.
[34, 45]. Coulomb friction was defined at all contact surfaces with a sliding
coefficient of friction equal to 𝜇 = 0.75, imitating real-world conditions
where lattice materials may contact plastics, other elastomers, or flesh.
A parameter sweep over this coefficient of friction value showed simu-
lations were relatively insensitive to 𝜇 so long as it was high enough to
prevent nonphysical large-scale sliding on the impact platens. A hyper-
viscoelastic constitutive model was implemented to capture the TPU’s
nonlinear stress–strain relationship and rate-dependent elastic effects,
yielding a material model that adequately captured material behavior
across a wide range of loading rates (Table 3).

To prevent over-estimation of critical buckling load in numerical analy-
sis of plate lattices with zero geometric prebuckling (designs with perfectly
vertical walls), these designs were perturbed in the undeformed configu-
ration by the lowest-energy buckling mode. The eigenmode was extracted
using a linear perturbation analysis step and scaled so that the peak dis-
placement magnitude was equal to 10% of the wall thickness, as in ref. [30].
Predictably, designs that included geometric prebuckling (e* > 0) were in-
sensitive to geometric perfection, so this step was omitted.

Numerical and experimental investigations were aimed at obtaining a
homogenized macroscale response for the various geometries tested. In
order to determine the number of unit cells required to adequately recover
the macroscale response of plate lattices, a scaling study was performed
in which the lattice size was incrementally increased until the quasistatic
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compression response converged (with a lattice size of 4 × 4 × 6 unit
cells; see Supporting Information). Lattice aspect ratio was controlled via
geometric parameters wc and hc to ensure a progressive buckling collapse
mechanism rather than macroscale buckling.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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